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PCGS #

Name

3636901

1233

1855 Half Cent - NGC MS66 BN

25671403

2204

1899 1C MS67RD PCGS

82245136

2204

1899 1C MS67RD PCGS

3728801

3281

1868 3CN - NGC PR66 Ultra Cameo CAC

3732801
3640206
3663903
3732802
3728802

3748
83766
3766
3768
3817

1880 3CN - PCGS MS66 CAC
1870 3CN - PCGS PR66CA
1870 3CN - NGC PF66CA CAC
1872 3CN - PCGS PR66
1866 Rays Shield Nickel - NGC PF64

3732803
3732804
3501903

3824
3862
3874

1870 Shield Nickel - NGC PF65 CAC
1901 Liberty Nickel - PCGS MS66
1912-D 5C - PCGS MS65+CAC

3190902
3728804

3875
3875

1912-S 5C - PCGS MS65
1912-S Nickel - PCGS MS65

3734201

3921

1913 Buffalo Nickel, Type 2 - PCGS MS67

3734202

3929

1915-S Buffalo Nickel - NGC MS65

3636902

4319

1839 No Drapery Half Dime - NGC MS67

201408004

4358

1853 Arrows H10C - NGC MS67

3671401

4381

1862 H10 - PCGS MS65

3636903
3718901

4399
4433

1871-S Half Dime - PCGS MS65 CAC
1855 Seated Arrows Half Dime - NGC PF65

Price

Description

Collectible Type
$1,450.00 Tied for finest known. An unabraded and undisturbed type coin with intermingled olive-brown, ebony, and faded red color on each side. The
strike is bold. NGC Price Guide...$2700.
$5,250.00 Only 2 Finer Known. Coppery-gold coloration and swirling, frosty luster are sure to please collectors looking for this superb premium 19th
century type coin. The ribbon diamonds and feathers are needle-sharp. PCGS Price Guide...$6750
$5,250.00 Only 2 Finer certified by PCGS. This is a breathtakingly beautiful Superb Gem that really needs to be seen to be fully appreciated. Aglow with
rich rose-orange luster, a blush of lighter antique gold in the center of the obverse adds further appeal. The surfaces are silky smooth in
appearance with a billowy satin texture that borders on pristine. PCGS Price Guide...$6750
$3,300.00 This Premium Gem is a conditionally rare example, and only four finer coins are reported by NGC and PCGS combined. The strike is sharp, and
the brilliant surfaces offer stark cameo contrast. NGC Price Guide PF66 UC...$3400 for a Non-CAC coin. Price Guide In PF67 UC CAC...$6100
$1,150.00 PCGS Prie Guide in MS66...$1050. In MS67...$2350
$1,200.00 Mintage...1000. Only one finer known by PCGS. Nice and brilliant premium gem piece. Price Guide...$1750
$1,350.00 Mintage...1000. Only two finer known. Price Guide in PF66CA ...$1500. Price Guide in PF67CA ...$8500
$850.00 Only two finer certified by either service. PCGS Price Guide...$950. NGC Price Guide...$1375.
$1,900.00 This Choice example displays razor-sharp detail and mirrored fields with a hint of light champagne toning overall. The devices are satiny with
great eye appeal. NGC Price Guide...$2500.
$750.00 This Premium Gem example is well-struck and reflective. NGC Price Guide in PF65...$1150. In PF66...$2500.
$750.00 Nice satiny finish. Only five finer certified by PCGS. CDN Price Guide...$780.
$1,950.00 This coin has it all. CAC and a plus designation. An impressive Gem, this 1912-D nickel represents the first of the denomination struck at the
Denver Mint, and the only Liberty nickel struck in Colorado. The strike is sharp with satin luster. PCGS Price guide in MS66...$3250.
$3,300.00 Low Mintage...238,000. Nice warm satin luster makes this a nice edition to any collection.
$2,950.00 The 1912-S represents the final year of the regular-issue Liberty design, from a small mintage of 238,000 pieces. This is a well-detailed Gem
with beautiful satiny luster. PCGS Price guide in MS65...$2850. In MS66...$5000.
$5,750.00 Among the finest known. A magnificent Superb Gem with radiant satiny luster on each side. Champagne-gold iridescence glistens from the
protected areas and across the fields, complementing the otherwise pearlescent silver surfaces. The devices are overall bold and without
distractions, lending strong eye appeal to this pristine piece. It ranks among the finest seen by PCGS, with only 6 coins certified finer at MS-67
(Plus).
$3,250.00 A carefully preserved gem. Pleasing golden-gray iridescence enhances satiny, boldly to sharply defined surfaces. Faint planchet drift marks
below the bison's abdomen and at the back of the Native American's head are as made. A scarce issue in an absolute sense from a mintage of
1,505,000 pieces, the 1915-S is also conditionally challenging and typically offered in the lowest circulated grades. NGC Price Guide...$3400.
$5,500.00 The Stars obverse, No Drapery design for the Seated half dimes was only issued from 1838 through 1840, and few survive as fine as this
Superb Gem. Only one finer known. This lovely piece has frosty luster with rich and deeply attractive tones. NGC Price Guide...$7100.
$5,750.00 Among the finest known. The With Arrows 1853 half dime is plentiful for type purposes, although Superb Gems are conditionally rare. This
toned MS67 coin displays lavender and gold obverse toning with rose and aquamarine on the reverse. Sharply struck and entirely unabraded.
Price Guide...$10,500
$550.00 A richly and originally toned Gem with more vivid undertones evident on the reverse at direct lighting angles. The 1862 is the final high
mintage half dime of the Civil War era. PCGS Price Guide...$650
$1,450.00 From a mintage of 161,000 pieces, the 1871-S half dime is rare in high grade. This sharply detailed Gem is lustrous with medium tones.
$9,500.00 Mintage...20. Rare, Lightly Toned. The date is low and the arrows are high -- characteristics of the V-6 proof dies. Both the 1854 and 1855
Arrows proofs were struck in similar numbers, but the latter issue has a slightly higher estimated survivorship of 15 to 20 coins. While the
1854 issue may be slightly scarcer, both dates are of importance to type and series collectors. The present 1855 coin is a glittering Gem with
faint ivory-gold patina and highly reflective fields. NGC Price Guide...$13,250.

84904321

4461

1796 Draped Bust Dime - PCGS MS66+

11398213

38770

1807 Draped Bust Dime - PCGS MS66 CAC

3718902

4529

1837 Capped Bust Dime - NGC MS66

3728810

4579

1841 Seated Dime - NGC MS65

3899682003

4605

1854 Arrows 10C - NGC MS65

3728811

4668

1874 Arrows Dime - NGC MS66

3718903

4697

1886-S Seated Dime - NGC MS66

3728812

4747

1858 Seated Dime. - NGC PF65

3501904

4748

1859 Seated 10C - NGC PF66

3728813

84748

1859 Seated Dime - PCGS PR65CAM

3569503

4806

1895 10C - PCGS MS66

3732805
34401773

4812
4828

1897 Barber Dime - PCGS MS66
1902-O Barber Dime - PCGS MS65 CAC

3706807
82656158

4844
4870

1907-O Barber Dime - NCG MS65
1916 Barber Dime - PCGS MS67

3706802

4880

1896 Barber Dime - PCGS PR65

3706808
31385753

4915
5369

1917-S Mercury Dime - PCGS MS65FB
1822 Capped Bust Quarter - PCGS PR67 CAC

$275,000.00 First year of the American Dime. Extremely rare in mint state. Variety: John Reich-4. Rarity-4. Mint State-66 Plus. From the Pogue Collection.
This superb gem is complete with toning that can be described as a patchwork quilt of color: gold and sea-green, pastel blue and rose, violet
and amber, all over bright silver gray. Both sides of this very rare gem are simply, utterly, beautiful. The detail is phenomenal for the issue,
from the complete denticles at the borders, through the well-defined stars, to the complete central devices. Both sides are reflective and fully
lustrous. This example, with its illustrious provenance and long list of remarkable characteristics is securely among the very finest surviving
examples of the first dime struck for circulation. In the hands of an advanced connoisseur, this would be an extraordinary centerpiece for a
world-class type set or specialized dime collection. Third Party Independent Price Guide by Numismedia values this coin in a half grade higher
of MS67...$406,250.
$95,000.00 PCGS Pop...3. None finer known. The Pittman coin from the Pogue Collection. John Reich-1. Rarity-2. Beautifully toned gem. A blue beauty,
sparkling with satiny luster and thoroughly toned a lovely powder blue. Very boldly struck exceptional gem, free of marks or flaws, as pretty as
a picture. It‰Ûªs hard to conceive how a coin could be more boldly lustrous than this one.
$8,750.00 None Finer known. Colorful Border Toning. The year 1837 witnessed the replacement of John Reich's Capped Bust design with Christian
Gobrecht's Seated Liberty concept on the dime. This Premium Gem JR-2 example is among the finest of any variety at NGC and PCGS. Sharp
stars and devices complement impressive satin luster, which is light golden in the centers and toned vivid aquamarine, olive, and russet
around the borders. A highly appealing final-year type coin. NCG Price Guide...$23, 000.
$2,900.00 In Gem condition, this date is decidedly rare, and the present example is especially attractive. Forest-green, gold, lilac, and rose toning are a
visual delight, and the design elements are sharp.
$1,350.00 F-102, High R.4, MS65 NGC. Ex: Highland Collection. A vertical die defect in Liberty's lap is diagnostic of the variety. This Gem example is
frosted and lustrous over lightly iridescent silver surfaces. The strike is sharp with some deeper toning on the reverse legend. NGC Price
Guide...$2200
$3,600.00 F-101a, R.2. This is a remarkable, bright semiprooflike example that shows deep blue and russet rings surrounding the margins on each side.
NCG Price Guide...$4650
$3,500.00 Low-Mintage Branch-Mint Issue. A little more than 200,000 dimes were struck in San Francisco in 1886, making the 1886-S a slightly better
date in all grades and genuinely scarce in Mint State. This delightful coin displays vibrant mint luster under iridescent champagne-gold and
varying shades of ocean-blue color. The design elements are sharp and eye appeal is excellent NGC Price Guide...
$3,500.00 Mintage...100. F-101, R.5. Nine certified finer by NGC. Only a small percentage of the 50 to 70 proof 1858 dimes known today have the level
of preservation needed for a Gem grade. This is a sharp, deeply mirrored example with a hint of contrast beneath delicate rose-gold toning on
each side. Eye appeal is outstanding. NGC Price Guide...
$3,500.00 Mintage...800. 1858 was the second year of the Mint's commercial proof offerings. This delightful Premium Gem displays sharply detailed
design elements. The well-preserved surfaces exhibit reflective fields, under shades of pale gold and violet toning. Census: 27 in 66, 6 finer
(6/17). NGC Price Guide...$5600.
$2,400.00 Mintage...800. Toned Borders Around Brilliant Centers. This example displays mirrored fields and strong contrast with frost-white central
devices. Intermittent areas of blue and reddish-gold toning at the margins surround brilliant centers. PCGS Price Guide...$4000.
$4,400.00 From a small mintage of 690,000 pieces, the 1895 Barber dime is the rarest Philadelphia Mint issue of the series. This spectacular Premium
Gem exhibits sharply detailed design elements and well-preserved surfaces, under attractive shades of lavender-gray and golden-tan toning.
Satiny mint luster shines through the patina. Population: 24 in 66 (13 in 66+), 4 finer. Price Guide...$6400
$750.00 Stunning collection of light tones adorn this barber dime with only a handful graded finer. PGS Price Guide...975.
$3,550.00 Dusky golden-gray toning in the centers gradually cedes to sun-gold and amber at the borders, revealing olive undertones here and there. This
Gem is well-struck. The 1902-O is scarce in all Mint State grades and decidedly rare in MS65. Only a half dozen finer pieces are reported by
PCGS and NGC combined. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$4500. In MS66...$6750
$950.00 Beautiful cobalt and rose toning on both obverse and reverse. NGC Price Guide....$1300
$2,400.00 None Finer at either service. The final-year issue for the Barber dime overlaps with Weinman's new "Mercury" design. This is a highly lustrous
example with brilliant surfaces, complemented by slight golden-tan toning on each side. A fully struck and frosty Superb Gem. PCGS Price
Guide...$2750.
$875.00 Mintage...762. A fully struck proof with reflective fields beneath a blanket of dusky champagne-gray toning on each side. Some deeper olive
hues emerge on the reverse at certain angles. No contact marks are visible on this lightly toned Gem. PCGS Price Guide...$1500.
$1,250.00 PQ. Very attractive gem with full bands. CDN Collectors Price Guide in MS65FB...$1190. In MS66FB...$1560.
$290,000.00 The finest known 1822 Proof quarter, and the finest known example of the date in any finish. Browning-1. Rarity-8 as a Proof. This
extremely rare and exceptional piece shows refined contrast between the deeply frosted figure of Liberty and the mirrored surfaces that
surround her. Pale violet dominates the central obverse, while blue and gold form a beautifully toned periphery. The reverse is brilliant at
center with a subtle overtone of gold, while the border displays bright blue, gold and hints of violet. The aesthetic appeal is that of high art,
appearing more beautiful as the eye studies it more and more. The strike is firm, and the eagle‰Ûªs talons show never-seen levels of detail.
The surfaces show no post-striking issues and the dies, as expected, are perfect.

3728814

5491

1873 Arrows Quarter - NGC MS65

1963065002

5503

1876-S 25C - NGC MS66

3706803

5592

1891 Seated Quarter - PCGS PR67

3706804

5633

1902-S Barber Quarter - PCGS MS65

3636906

5643

1906-D Barber Quarter - NGC MS65

3636908
3718906

39201
6051

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-101A - NGC VG8
1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar - PCGS VG08

3636909

39201

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-101A - PCGS VG08

3636910

39201

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-101A - NGC VG8

3636911

39201

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-101A - NGC VG10

3636913

39201

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-101A - NGC F15

3636914

39201

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-101A - NGC VF20

3636915

39201

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-104 - NGC F12

3718905

6051

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar - NGC F12

3718907

6051

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar - NGC VF20

3615615

39201

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-101A - NGC VF30

$3,300.00 Few Available in This Grade. Briggs 3-B. In demand for type and a favorite issue of Seated quarter collectors, the 1873 Arrows is rare in Gem
or finer grades with only about two dozen pieces extant. This example is sharply struck and has Cartwheel mint luster illuminating satinsmooth fields. Orange-gold accents surround lightly toned silver centers.
$2,250.00 Ex: Pittman. Type Two Reverse. The warm rose-gold tints that drape the lustrous obverse show considerable blue intermixed on the reverse.
Excellent design definition and preservation with eye appeal to match both. Tied for numerically finest in the combined certified population
(10/17). NGC Price Guide...$5000.
$3,600.00 Mintage...600. Final year proof type coin. Old Green Holder. Briggs 1-A. Rotation beneath a light exhibits rich peach, olive-gold, lilac, and
blue-green toning. The deeply mirrored fields are undisturbed beneath the rich patina. The strike is sharp, and the surfaces are clearly
original. Only one graded PR68 by PCGS. PCSG Price Guide...$5000
$2,750.00 From a mintage of 1.5 million pieces, the 1902-S Barber quarter is rare at the MS65 grade level. This attractive Gem exhibits well-preserved,
lustrous surfaces and sharp design elements under shades of lavender-gray and golden-brown toning. PCSG Price Guide...$3250.
$1,375.00 Satiny white with a very minor delicate champagne hue, this Gem 1906-D Barber quarter is not only conditionally scarce, it is very attractive.
NGC Price Guide...$1750
$5,000.00 Well-Worn Yet Pleasing. Iridescent toning melds into a brownish-gray and blue patina, with silver-gray high points. NGC Price Guide...$8,750.
$5,000.00 Highly Collectible First-Year Issue. O-101a, T-7, High R.3, VG8 PCGS. Tompkins Die State 1/5. Free of adjustment marks, this smoothly worn
Overton-101a (T-7) retains a sharp date and only slight merging of the dentils along the right obverse border. Gunmetal-gray toning surrounds
lighter devices. A glass reveals some interesting planchet "bubbles" scattered among the upper stars and LIBERTY, visible with a lens. PCGS
Price Guide...$6500
$5,000.00 Tompkins Die State 1/5. Thin adjustment marks appear on the lower obverse near the date and across the reverse, these being made by a
Mint worker to correct an overweight planchet. Olive-gold and gray patina includes accents of mint-green and pale blue that contribute
considerably to the appeal of this well-circulated 1794 half dollar. PCGS Price Guide...$6500.
$5,000.00 Sought-After at Any Level. Tompkins Die State 1/5. The all-important 1794 date, representing the first year that the Philadelphia Mint
engaged in the production of silver coinage, is clear on this circulated half dollar. Richly toned in olive and lavender-gray patina. NGC Price
Guide...$8,750.
$5,500.00 Nice Eye Appeal. Tompkins Die State 1/3. Struck from a mid-to-late state of the reverse die. The obverse shows remnants of a few minor
adjustment marks in the hair and at the rims. A golden sheen overlays silver-gray surfaces and deepens slightly at the borders. The date is
fully visible and all of the motifs are well-defined for the grade level. NGC Price Guide...$8,750.
$8,500.00 Tompkins Die State 1/5. Olive, charcoal, and steel-gray tones blend over this smooth, well-worn flowing hair representative. Outlines of the
central devices and the peripheral design elements are bold. A wonderful example of this extremely popular first-year issue. NGC Price
Guide...$12,250
$15,500.00 Strong Details Remain. Tompkins Die State 1/5. This coin may be struck from a late state of the dies, but it shows none of the die sinking
responsible for the often-seen weakness in the centers. The eagle's head features a strong outline, and good definition remains on a few of
the wing feathers. The same is true of Liberty's portrait, which exhibits partial delineation of the middle curls, not just the lower ones. Patina
is lighter over the relief elements than it is in the fields, as expected. A smooth and appealing example of the date. NGC Price
Guide...$25,500.
$8,500.00 Mintage...23,464. Evenly Struck. Tompkins Die State 1/3. In this die state, the obverse has yet to form a break through star 3, while a rim cud
has developed between ER on the reverse. O-104 is a rare die marriage, as are most varieties for the 1794 half dollar. Interestingly, the
reverse die was produced using a unique master hub (see Tompkins p. 437 for distinguishing features). This Fine 12 example exhibits deep
gunmetal-gray patina that lightens over the motifs, which show relatively good detail, especially on the eagle. The obverse exhibits numerous
crisscrossing adjustment marks, but the surfaces are otherwise smooth. NGC Price Guide...$12,250
$8,500.00 First Year of the Denomination. O-101, T-7, High R.3, Fine 12 NGC. Tompkins Die State 1/2. An early die state, where a light crack near the
first S in STATES has formed and extends to the nearby leaves. An earlier crack at the F in OF does not extend beyond mid-letter. Silver-gray
centers transition to golden-gray at the margins on the obverse, with a small rim bump near star 10. There are no adjustment marks or other
significant marks for the grade. NGC Price Guide...$12,250
$15,500.00 O-101a, T-7, High R.3, VF20 NGC. Tompkins Die State 1/5. This is a deeply toned, sharply defined VF example of the Flowing Hair design, an
historic two-year type by the Mint's Chief Engraver, Robert Scot. The 1794 is much more challenging than the 1795 for type, yet it is infinitely
more desirable as the first year of issue for both type and denomination. Shades of gunmetal-gray and deep lavender cover both sides. Light
obverse adjustment marks are confined to a small area on the central hair strands and along the lower-right border. NGC Price
Guide...$25,500.
$15,500.00 Popular O-101a, T-7 Variety. Tompkins Die State 1/3. Only 23,464 Flowing Hair half dollars were struck in 1794, with 11 die varieties known
for the date. Star 1 pierces the lowest curl near the center on this coin, and there are 21 berries, arranged 10 left and 11 right on the reverse,
that identify the popular O-101 variety. This impressive VF30 example retains some interior detail on the central portion of Liberty's hair and
all major design detail remains intact. The pleasing surfaces are blanketed in shades of lavender-gray and golden-brown toning and a shallow
scrape below star 8 is the only abrasion of note. Hints of original luster shine through the patina. NGC Price Guide...$25,500.

3615616

39201

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-101A - NGC XF40

3615617

39201

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar O-101A - NGC XF40 CAC

3700801

6051

1794 Flowing Hair Half Dollar - NGC VG08

3636916

6159

1831 Bust Half Dollar - PCGS MS64

3700802

6159

1831 Bust Half Dollar - PCGS MS64

3700804

6164

1834 Bust Half Dollar - NGC MS64 CAC

3636917

6239

1842 Medium Date Seated Half Dollar - NGC MS65

3636918

6288

1856-O Seated Half Dollar - PCGS MS65

3718909

6343

1873 Arrows Half Dollar WB-109, Bold Doubled Die
Obverse - NGC MS65

3706805

6424

1866 Motto Seated Half Dollar - NGC PF65

3706806

6443

1882 Seated Half Dollar - PCGS PR66

3700805

6445

1884 Seated Half Dollar - NGC PF66

3636919

6466

1893-O Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS64

3718911

6466

1893-O Barber Half Dollar - NGC MS66

3700806

6473

1895-S Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS64

$33,000.00 Original Patina. T-7, High R.3. The die crack at the F in OF continues all the way to the final S in STATES, identifying the O-101a die state. Both
sides are sharply defined and evenly struck with complete border dentils. On the obverse, Liberty's hair strands and the eye is well-defined.
Planchet adjustment marks crisscross the portrait and appear along the lower and right borders. The reverse shows sharp feather detail on
the eagle's wings with wear on the breast and neck. Original olive-gray patina blankets each side. NGC Price Guide...39,750
$39,000.00 Smooth, Appealing Surfaces. Well deserving of the CAC designation. The 1794 half dollar is most often seen in heavily circulated grades,
frequently with cleaning, tooling, or other impairments. High-end circulated coins are rare, and in this condition there is little room to be
choosy when it comes to die variety. This Choice XF coin represents exceptional quality for the issue. The olive-gray surfaces are smooth and
unquestionably original, showing lighter patina on the high points of the devices. Strong hair and wing feather detail remains, with wear
visible on Liberty's cheek and the eagle's breast. The borders are sharp and free of adjustment marks, although some of the latter are seen
within Liberty's hair strands. Only 23 finer (3/18). NGC Price Guide...$39,750. PCGS Price Guide...$51,000.
$5,000.00 O-101, T-7, High R.3, VG8 NGC. Tompkins Die State 1/2. Overton-101 is the only 1794 variety with 21 berries -- 10 left, 11 right. The berry
count is clear on even this VG coin, which is an easy way to confirm the variety when all berries are visible. The eagle's wings are just about
smooth with only a trace of feather detail. We note the holder calls this example O-101a (the late die state), but it is believed that this is
actually an earlier O-101 die stage without the late-forming extended crack beneath O in OF to the final S in STATES. NGC Price Guide...$8750.
$2,750.00 O-110, R.2, Lavender and Rose Accents. An original and highly appealing near gem Bust half. Attractive lavender and rose toning adds
interest to the smooth and lustrous silver-gray surfaces of this Choice O-110. The upper reverse displays a few glimpses of charcoal patina.
Well struck. PCGS Price Guide...$3.500.
$2,750.00 Highly Lustrous, Attractively Toned. MS64 Secure. This is an extremely lustrous near-Gem example, with blue, violet, and reddish-gold toning
at the borders and primarily silver-gray interiors with pale-tan accents. PCGS Price Guide...$3500.
$3,850.00 Small Date, Small Letters, O-109, R.1. A rich blanket of blended autumn-brown and olive-green toning endows this Choice Uncirculated
Capped Bust type coin. The strike is sharp with subtle iridescence glows from beneath the attractive patina. CDN Price Guide in MS64...$3600.
In MS65...$9840.
$6,900.00 WB-105, Die Pair-12, Triple Punched Date. Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green. NGC has certified only four 1842 Medium Date half dollars of this variety as
MS65 with one higher (2/18); it is also the plate coin from NGC's 1842 Medium Date half dollar Coin Explorer. Pleasing crescent moon-shaped
blue and gold toning covers silvery fields on both the obverse and reverse.This variety shows the digits 842 slightly repunched north one
above the other three times. NGC Price Guide...$9500. In one Grade Higher NGC Price Guide is $33,500.
$5,500.00 Rich Peripheral Patina. PCGS Secure. Bands of blue-green and autumn-brown endow the borders of this lustrous and virtually unabraded
Gem. The 1856-O is readily obtained in well circulated condition, but the antebellum issue becomes rare at the MS65 level. PCGS Price
Guide...$6,350.
$9,750.00 Small Arrows, Doubled Die Obverse, WB-109, FS-101, MS65 NGC. This Small Arrows variety exhibits arguably the boldest die doubled obverse
in the entire Seated Liberty half dollar series. The doubling is easily seen on Liberty's gown folds, fingers, and foot, as well as the scroll, and
the shield stripes which exhibit four lines each instead of the normal three. This variety is rare in Mint State, although the 1873 With Arrows
half dollar is a rarity at the Gem grade level regardless of variety. This coin displays soft, satiny luster beneath intermingled shades of
burgundy-red, olive-green, and gunmetal-gray toning. The strike is sharp making this an important piece for the advanced Seated half dollar
specialist. NGC has seen only seven pieces in this grade (two in MS65+), all varieties included, with just four finer (4/18). CDN Price Guide for
a common date in this series...$15,400.
$2,600.00 Mintage...725. The introduction of the motto in 1866 created a new subtype in the seated half dollar series. This Gem proof piece has
gorgeous gold-toned centers anchor mixed olive-green and blue marginal hues on the obverse, while the reverse is attractively patinated in
the latter colors. Complete with reflective fields. NGC Price Guide...$4200.
$3,300.00 Mintage...1100. Lovely original toning. While the various mints were concentrating on Morgan dollars throughout the 1880s, smaller
denomination silver coins had extremely low mintages. This Premium Gem proof exhibits deeply mirrored fields beneath thick sea-green and
iridescent toning. Only 4 coins certified by PCGS in MS67. PCGS Price Guide...$3750.
$3,200.00 Mintage...875. Sharply Detailed and Nicely Toned. WB-101. This well-preserved specimen exhibits sharply detailed design elements and
deeply reflective fields, under vivid shades of cerulean-blue and pale gold toning. Only finer known. NGC Price Guide...$5200.
$1,750.00 Only Nine finer known. Dusky, toned surfaces show areas of golden color over the right obverse field and within parts of the legend, while the
remainder of each side has delicate iridescence. Strike characteristics are typical of the New Orleans Mint, which produced nearly 1.4 million
half dollars in the second year of the Barber series. PCGS Price Guide...$1950. Numismedia Retail...$2000.
$9,000.00 Among the Finest Certified. This is a rare opportunity for a collector to obtain one of the finest representatives of this early Barber half.
Splendid green-gray, gold, and crimson peripheral toning encircles the lighter silver-gray centers. The strike is razor-sharp, showing no
mentionable weakness on either side -- a pleasing exception to the rule for O-mint coins. Glowing luster radiates beneath the vibrant toning.
This virtually pristine Premium Gem Barber half would make a perfect addition to a fine Registry Set. NGC Price Guide...$19,500.
$2,100.00 This near-Gem 1895-S displays a full strike and semiprooflike fields. Small daubs of sea-green and amber toning appear in the margins, leaving
the interiors brilliant. PCGS Price Guide...$3000.

3718912

6476

1896-S Barber Half - PCGS MS65+

3700807

6476

1896-S Barber Half - PCGS MS64

3636920

6482

1898-S Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS65

3662302

6493

1902-O Barber Half - NGC MS65

3700808

6493

1902-O Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS64

3700809

6496

1903-O Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS64

3734203

6500

1904-S Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS64+ CAC

3718914

6502

1905-O Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS66 CAC

3502009

6508

1907 Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS65

3636921

6514

1908-O Barber Half Dollar - NGC MS67

3700810

6520

1910-S Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS65

3700811

6528

1913-D Barber Half Dollar - PCGS MS65 CAC

3636922

6543

1896 Barber Half Dollar - PCGS PR67

3637001

6556

1909 Barber Half Dollar - PCGS PR65

3637002

40002

1796 Large Date, Small Letters Dollar - NGC VF25

3368920

40052

1799 Draped Bust $1 - PCGS XF40

3680204

6878

1799 Draped Bust $1 - NGC XF40

3637004

6878

1799 Draped Bust Dollar - PCGS AU50

36637005

6878

1799 Dollar 7 x 6 Stars - PCGS AU50

3700812

6878

1799 Bust Dollar - PCGS XF45

$6,500.00 Seldom Seen This Fine. PCGS Secure. The 1896-S Barber half dollar is a better date in the series and high-grade specimens are quite rare in
today's market. This Plus-graded Gem exhibits sharply detailed design elements. The well-preserved lustrous surfaces show a mix of powderblue, lavender, gray, and pale gold toning. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$8,500. In MS66...$15,000.
$3,525.00 Like the 1896-S Barber quarter, this half dollar issue is a better date in the series. Examples are scarce but obtainable in near-Gem condition.
Soft mint luster radiates beneath shades of deep steel-gray patina. PCGS Price Guide...$5000.
$5,500.00 Only six finer known. Shades of cobalt-blue, olive-green, and violet color the obverse. The reverse exhibits golden hues overall, with areas of
plum and teal at the extreme outer edges. PCGS Price Guide...$8000
$5,500.00 The 1902-O Barber half dollar was a workhorse of commercial channels. Mint State survivors are generally scarce, and Gems are rare. This
piece shows beautifully preserved, frosty luster cast in lovely orange-gold, lavender, and champagne-gray hues.
$3,525.00 This New Orleans issue is elusive in many Mint State grades, and pieces grading finer than the present are rare. This Choice coin displays
satiny luster and a hint of light golden border toning. PCGS Price Guide...$4500.
$1,600.00 Violet-gray patina includes accents of blue, green, and gold. Perhaps the most impressive feature is the full strike seen on the forecurls, stars,
shield corner, and fletchings.
$28,000.00 Well deserving of the Plus and CAC designation. Here is a significant and highly desirable survivor of this challenging San Francisco Mint issue.
The lovely original surfaces are warmly toned in dominant silver-apricot patina and the peripheries are enhanced by reddish-rose and powder
blue highlights. The strike is sharp and the luster has a soft satin texture. The 1904-S is certainly scarce to rare in all grades and is among the
finest that we have offered in a very long time. Price Guide in MS64...24,500. In MS65...$39,500.
$7,000.00 Low-Mintage Issue, Few Are Finer. This Premium Gem displays pleasing luster, and the coin is sharply struck. Orange-gold patina with bluish
and lavender accents enhance the coin's eye appeal, as do the nicely preserved surfaces. CAC endorsement affirms the above-average quality.
PCGS Price Guide in MS66...$8000. In MS67...$24,000.
$1,800.00 A moderately toned, satiny example that is sure to catch the eye of Gem type collectors. Conditionally scarce from a mintage of 2,598,000
circulation strikes, a respectable total by Barber half dollar standards. Only 8 finer known. PCGS Price Guide...$2500.
$8,800.00 Only One Finer Certified. The eye appeal of this Superb Gem New Orleans Barber half dollar is its primary attribute. Satin mint luster shines
beneath peach-gold and lavender patina on the obverse and ice-blue toning on the reverse. The portrait and stars are strong. An important
condition rarity at this grade level. NGC Price Guide...$15,500
$3,050.00 Surviving Mint State 1910-S half dollars are dispersed throughout many grades, but those in Gem or better condition are scarcely seen. The
present coin displays frosty mint luster beneath gold, olive-green, and lavender-gray toning. Numismedia Price Guide...$3970.
$3,850.00 Among Barber half dollars, the 1913-D has a relatively low mintage: 534,000 pieces. This Gem CAC coin is conditionally rare, and finer pieces
are out of reach for many collectors. Liberty's cheek is exceptionally clean on this piece, and the champagne-tinted luster is attractively
luminous. PCGS Price Guide...in MS65...$3850. In MS66 $12,500
$3,900.00 Only two Finer Certified. Sharp and deeply mirrored. Blushes of blue and gold complement silver and russet coloration on this Superb Gem
proof 1896 half dollar. The relief elements are razor-sharp, including the eagle's right (facing) talons and the fletchings. Field reflectivity is eyecatching. Proof Barber halves are scarce this fine. PCSG Price Guide...$5250. Numismedia Retail...$6910.
$1,800.00 Mintage...650. This sharp Gem proof displays deep reflectivity in the fields with frosty luster on the devices. Mottled olive-gray, lavender, and
gold toning appears on the obverse, while the reverse exhibits soft lavender hues beneath an olive-green patina.

Dollars
$4,250.00 B-5, BB-65, R.2, VF25 NGC. Ex: Maumee Valley Collection. Bowers Die State IV. An interesting die lump appears between the IC in AMERICA.
This is the secondmost collectible die variety for the year. Three darkly toned streaks converge over the portrait, producing three bright silver
sections on the obverse. The reverse is mostly steel-gray with lavender accents over the center. Well-detailed for the grade. NGC Price
Guide...$4250.
$3,950.00 B-11, BB161. Like its predecessor (the BB-160 variety), the BB-161 is a "No Berries" reverse although it is often not recognized as such. Bluishbrown toning on both sides displays orange-gold mint luster in the protected areas. Price Guide...$4350
$3,950.00 BB-163, B-10. Rarity-2. Olive-gray patina dominates the obverse appearance, although the reverse is predominantly pewter gray in tone with
only speckled highlights of the former. Well centered in strike, if a bit lightly impressed over the high points, the detail is still suitably bold for
the assigned grade. A small flan flaw at 1 o'clock relative to the obverse border is also evident on the reverse. NGC Price Guide...$4550. CDN
Collectors Guide...$4800.
$6,750.00 7x6 Stars, B-6, BB-162, R.4, A lesser-seen die variety. This is a colorful example with orange-gold, fire-red, plum-mauve, blue-green, and olive
toning. The margins offer substantial remaining luster, and wear is relegated to the high points, including Liberty's cheek and shoulder. PCGS
Price Guide...$7600. CDN Price Guide...$8460.
$6,750.00 Iridescent Golden Patina. The fields are flashy beneath a veil of iridescent golden patina with narrow bands of forest-green and cherry-red
around the borders. CDN Price Guide...$8460.
$4,150.00 7x6 Stars, B-5, BB-157, R.2, XF45 PCGS Secure. Bowers Die State III, with reverse peripheral cracks. This choice XF coin shows no adjustment
marks and has complete border dentils. Rich olive-gray patina blankets each side. Under a loupe, the surfaces appear smooth and problemfree. An excellent Heraldic Eagle type coin with good eye appeal. CDN Price Guide for the Type (Common Date)...$4800.

3673401

6887

1800 Bust Dollar - NGC XF45

3637006

6887

1800 Draped Bust Dollar - NGC XF45

3732701

6889

1800 Dotted Date Silver Dollar - NGC MS64

3705804

6937

1850 Seated Dollar - PCGS MS62

3502011

7046

1877-S Trade Dollar - NGC MS65

3637007

7055

1875 Trade Dollar - NGC PF66

3637008

7061

1881 Trade Dollar - NGC PF65 Cameo

3637009

7063

1883 Trade Dollar - NGC PF66

3665002
3640603

7100
7152

1880-CC Morgan $1 - PCGS MS65 CAC
1884-CC Morgan Dollar - PCGS MS66

3591102

7443

1903 LA Purchase, Jefferson G$1 - PCGS MS65 CAC

82902288

7447

1904 Lewis & Clark G$1 - PCGS MS66

3591103
3679602

7447
7448

1904 Lewis & Clark G$1 - PCGS MS63
1905 G$1 Lewis and Clark -- PCGS MS66

3619702

7448

1905 G$1 Lewis and Clark - PCGS MS65

3734204

7448

1905 Lewis & Clark Gold $1 - PCGS MS65

3619602

7449

1915-S Pan Pac G$1 - PCGS MS66

3505414
3672301

7454
7454

1916 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS64
1916 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS67

3679603

7454

1916 G$1 McKinley - PCGS MS67

$3,950.00 This pleasing Draped Bust dollar showcases smooth steel-gray surfaces with golden-tan accents over the high points. Strong detail remains on
the hair curls, wing feathers, and shield. CDN Price Guide...$4800.
$3,950.00 Popular AMERICAI Reverse. B-11, BB-191, R.4, XF45 NGC. Bowers Die State II. This is the scarcer of two varieties that share the popular
AMERICAI reverse. BB-191 ranks among the more challenging 1800 dollars to acquire, with Bowers estimating 200 to 350 examples extant.
Only a handful of those are known in AU condition or higher. This is a silver-gray Choice XF Draped Bust dollar. NGC Price Guide...$4600.
PCGS Price Guide...$5250.
$125,000.00 Likely third finest known. Ex: Eliasberg. B-14, BB-194, R.3. Die State IV. This is the well-known Dotted Date variety, so named for the small die
chips that encircle the first 0. Bowers comments in his Silver Dollar Encyclopedia that "tiny dot-like die breaks appear in many other places,
particularly between L and I, under nose, before chin, below first star, and under the 6th and 7th stars. The steel used to make this die must
have been defective." This coin is mostly grayish-gold with tinges of pinkish-gold appearing on the reverse along with a bit of electric blue.
$9,500.00 Mintage...7500. PQ! This is a thoroughly appealing 1850 silver dollar -- a key date issue. Prooflike in finish, both sides exhibit satiny devices
and mirrored fields beneath an overlay of smoky silver-apricot patina. The strike is quite well executed for the type with sharp definition
throughout the design. Solidly graded with a pleasant appearance. Long recognized as one of the more elusive issues in the Liberty Seated
silver dollar series, just 7,500 circulation strike 1850 silver dollars were made. This is the lowest yearly output from either the Philadelphia or
New Orleans mints since the introduction of the Liberty Seated design in 1840. Only 10 finer certified by PCGS. NGC Price Guide in
MS62...$9250. PCGS Price Guide in MS62...$6750. MS63...$16,500.
$5,250.00 A warmly toned piece with full satin luster and sharp striking detail. With 9,519,000 pieces produced, the 1877-S has the highest mintage in
the brief trade dollar series of 1873 to 1883. Although most examples were shipped to the Orient, as intended, enough coins remained
stateside or were later repatriated that this issue is readily obtainable in both circulated and lower Mint State grades. Gems are rare,
however, especially relative to the demand from today's quality conscious type collectors. NGC Price Guide...$12,000
$9,500.00 Mintage...700. Type Two Reverse. Period after FINE. This is an exceptional proof Trade dollar with deeply mirrored fields. The obverse shows
a light overlay of cinnamon toning, while the reverse displays rich russet-gold and blue color. The surfaces are flawless. Infrequently
encountered in such a wonderful state of preservation. NGC Price Guide...$25,000.
$5,950.00 Mintage...960. This was the third consecutive year of proof-only production after the Trade dollar was abolished as a regular issue in early
1878. Output fell dramatically over the previous year, from 1,987 specimens in 1880 to just 960 pieces in 1881. Dusky patina and pronounced
field reflectivity. The motifs are fully struck. NGC Price Guide...$9750.
$9,500.00 This is the last of the collectible Trade dollars, marking the end of the proof-only series that began in 1878. The final two issues, 1884 and
1885, are essentially noncollectible. Rich grayish-gold toning appears on both sides with iridescent highlights. The reverse toning is mottled.
NGC Price Guide...$14,500.
$1,150.00 Attractively toned obverse and White Reverse. Old powder PCGS blue label. Price Guide in MS65...$1050. In MS66...$1750.
$690.00 Blast white group of PQ coins to choose from. PCGS Price Guide...$800. In MS67...$4500.

Gold Commems
$1,150.00 Splendid apricot-gold tones endow this lustrous and impressive High-grade Gem. The strike is sharp. PCGS Price Guide....$1100 in MS65.
Price Guide...$1400 in MS66.
$6,500.00 PQ. Premium Gem. Plentiful in lower grades, the 1904 Lewis and Clark gold dollar becomes scarce in MS66 and is rarely seen finer. This
sharply struck example showcases exceptional preservation and color. Price Guide in MS66...$7000. In MS67...$11,000.
$900.00 Nice and original gold commemorative in an older PCGS holder. PCGS Price Guide...$1100
$8,750.00 Mintage...10,041. Only 4 finer certified by PCGS. Older light blue holder. The 1905-dated Lewis and Clark gold dollars are far scarcer than
their 1904 counterparts in high grades, that is MS65 and above. In fact, these coins are more than twice as rare in the finest levels of
preservation. This boldly defined Premium Gem displays rich orange-gold coloration and vibrant luster. PCGS Price Guide....$12,500
$4,750.00 Mintage...10,041. Housed in an older PCSG holder. A lovely Gem 1905 Lewis and Clark gold dollar, showing sharp devices and satiny yellowgold luster. PCGS Price Guide...$6000. Numismedia Retail...$7030.
$4,950.00 Lustrous medium gold surfaces are uncommonly well preserved and remarkably smooth. While both issues of this classic commemorative
type are scarce to rare in Gem Mint State and finer grades, the 1905 is by far the more challenging to locate above the MS-64 level. PCGS
Price Guide...$6000. Numismedia Retail...$7030
$1,400.00 From a distribution of 15,000 pieces, the 1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar becomes quite elusive in grades above the MS66 level. This welldetailed Premium Gem exhibits well-preserved orange-gold surfaces, with vibrant mint luster and outstanding eye appeal. PCGS Price
Guide....$1650. CDN Price Guide...$1680.
$700.00 Older blue holder.
$2,500.00 Mintage...9977. Older Blue Label. PCGS Price guide...$3250. McKinley gold dollars were struck in 1916 and 1917 to raise money for a
memorial in the slain president's hometown of Niles, Ohio. The surfaces of this Superb Gem radiate frosty luster and showcase attractive
coppery-gold color. Well-struck and pristine. Population: 99 in 67 (6 in 67+), 0 finer (11/17)
$2,350.00 Mintage...9,977. None finer certified by PCGS. Old powder blue label. Stunning gold luster enhance the frosty wheat-gold patina of this
immaculate Superb Gem McKinley. This example is razor-sharp and exceptionally attractive. PCGS Price guide...$3250.

3616005

7454

1916 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS66

3415703

7455

1917 McKinley G$1 - PCGS MS-65

83925192
3616006
3616007
3705806

7455
7455
7455
7458

1917 G$1 McKinley - PCGS MS64
1917 McKinley G$1 - NGC MS65
1917 McKinley G$1 - NGC MS65
1922 Grant No Star G$1 - PCGS MS66

3615606

7458

1922 Grant No Star G$1 - PCGS MS65

3591402

7458

1922 Grant, No Star - PCGS MS67

3315810

7459

1922 G$1 Grant With Star - NGC MS66

21586928
3615608

7459
7459

1922 Grant w/ Star - PCGS MS66 CAC
1922 Grant With Star - PCGS MS65

3615609

7459

1922 Grant With Star G$1 - PCGS MS66

3660601

7466

1926 $2.5 Sesqui - PCGS MS65 CAC

3733301b

7531

1854 Type 2 Gold Dollar - PCGS MS63

3733301a

7531

1854 Type 2 Gold Dollar - PCGS MS63

3733302
3615610

7532
97918

1855 Type 2 Gold Dollar - PCGS MS63
1892 $2.5 Liberty - PCGS PR65DCAM CAC

3698411
3732901

7949
7991

1925-D $2.5 Indian - NGC MS62
1870 $3 Gold Piece - PCGS AU58

3733303
3733304a
3733304c
3733304b
3733305a

7998
8000
8000
8000
8000

1874 $3 Gold Piece - NGC MS63
1878 $3 Gold Piece - NGC MS63
1878 $3 Gold Piece - NGC MS63
1878 $3 Gold Piece - NGC MS63
1878 $3 Gold Piece - PCGS MS64

3733305b

8000

1878 $3 Gold Piece - PCGS MS64

3733305c

8000

1878 $3 Gold Piece - PCGS MS64

3733305d

8000

1878 $3 Gold Piece - PCGS MS64

3615611

519881

$1,275.00 Mintage...9977. The satiny golden-rose surfaces are expertly produced and just as carefully preserved. This is a sharp, smooth and appealing
Premium Gem. PCGS Price Guide....$1300.
$1,300.00 A satiny, vibrant and vivid example bathed in lovely orange-gold patina. Solid Gem quality for the astute collector of classic U.S. Mint
commemorative coinage.
$625.00 Mintage...10,000. Modestly flashy, the fields display smooth, silky texture with premium color. Price Guide...$900
$1,100.00 Mintage...10,000. Bright and beautiful Gem. Price Guide...$1550.
$1,050.00 Rich golden luster with great eye. NGC Price Guide....$1550
$1,750.00 Mintage...5000. The outstanding golden-yellow surfaces of this premium Gem example are enhanced by a bold strike and intense satin luster.
This is a lovely representative of the No Star Grant Memorial commemorative gold dollar. PCGS Price Guide...$2250.
$1,500.00 An attractive Gem representative of this popular gold commemorative issue, with sharply detailed design elements and well-preserved
orange-gold surfaces that radiate vibrant mint luster on both sides. PCGS Price Guide...$1850. Numismedia Retail...$1910.
$3,500.00 Mintage...5000. PQ! Only one certified finer. In a PCGS older generation blue holder. This spectacular Superb Gem offers sharply detailed
design elements and vibrant mint luster throughout. with impeccably preserved yellow and orange-gold surfaces. PCGS Price Guide in
MS67...$3500. In MS68...$18,000.
$2,100.00 Mintage...5016. The attractive gold color of this Premium Gem With Star dollar offers gleaming yellow-gold patina that forms a suitable
palette. You will find the surfaces of the coin to be smooth and lustrous. NGC Price Guide...$3225.
$2,000.00 Mintage...5016. Price guide...$2600.
$1,550.00 The well-preserved lemon-yellow surfaces of this impressive Gem representative show a few highlights of lilac, with vibrant mint luster on
both sides. The design elements are sharply detailed and eye appeal is outstanding. Price Guide...$2000
$1,950.00 Mintage...5016. A delightful Premium Gem representative of the popular With Star issue, this coin displays sharply detailed design elements
and well-preserved orange-gold surfaces. Vibrant mint luster adds to the outstanding visual appeal.

Rare and Collectible Gold

1799 $5 Small Reverse Stars - PCGS MS62

$2,300.00 Mintage...46,019. A beautiful Gem representative of this popular gold commemorative issue, with well-detailed design elements and wellpreserved golden surfaces. Vibrant mint luster adds to the considerable eye appeal. A very CAC-worthy piece. PCGS Price Guide in
MS65...$1850. In MS66...$5500
$4,400.00 The 1854 was transitional for the gold dollar design, with both Type One and Type Two coins issued. This Select example displays a bold strike
with frosty wheat-gold luster. CDN Price Guide...$5190. PCGS Price Guide...$4750.
$4,400.00 The 1854 was transitional for the gold dollar design, with both Type One and Type Two coins issued. This Select example displays a bold strike
with bright golden luster. CDN Price Guide...$5190. PCGS Price Guide...$4750.
$4,400.00 A satiny yellow-gold type coin with a sharp wreath and headdress. PCGS Price Guide...$4750. CDN Price Guide...$5190.
$29,500.00 Mintage...105. Rarely Offered in Any Grade. This is only the third CAC-approved proof seen in any grade. This Gem Deep Cameo is fully
struck and deeply contrasted, showing bright yellow-gold devices and liquidlike fields. The preservation is flawless. Price Guide in
PR65DCAM...$27,500. In PR66DCAM...$36,000.
$350.00 Beautiful and bright $2.5 Indian. NCG Price Guide...$460
$3,250.00 Mintage...3500. This is a remarkably attractive business strike. The fields still retain bright prooflikeness around the devices. PCGS Price
Guide...$3500.
$3,400.00 Bright and lustrous three dollar gold piece. NGC Price Guide...$4150
$3,400.00 A select three dollar gold type coin. Each side displays shimmering honey-gold luster. NGC Price Guide...$3800.
$3,400.00 A select three dollar gold type coin. Each side displays shimmering orange-gold luster. NGC Price Guide...$3800.
$3,400.00 A select three dollar gold type coin. Each side displays shimmering orange-gold luster. NGC Price Guide...$3800.
$4,400.00 This Choice 1878 three dollar gold piece displays shimmering rgold luster, in harmony with the reputation of this issue as one of the most
consistently attractive dates in the series. PCGS Price Guide...$4850.
$4,400.00 Another Choice 1878 three dollar gold piece displays shimmering golden luster, in harmony with the reputation of this issue as one of the
most consistently attractive dates in the series. PCGS Price Guide...$4850.
$4,400.00 Another Choice 1878 three dollar gold piece displays shimmering golden luster, in harmony with the reputation of this issue as one of the
most consistently attractive dates in the series. PCGS Price Guide...$4850.
$4,400.00 Another Choice 1878 three dollar gold piece displays shimmering golden luster, in harmony with the reputation of this issue as one of the
most consistently attractive dates in the series. PCGS Price Guide...$4850.
$39,000.00 Mintage...7451. Rare BD-7 Die Variety. If the die state were not spectacular enough, the BD-7 variety is also a major rarity. The cataloger of
the Bass, Part II sale considered the die pairing to be R.7. Dannreuther considers it High R.6, with 14 to 18 pieces known. This MS62 coin is one
of the finest. The bright straw-gold luster is original, and hints of semiprooflike mirroring are visible in the fields. Some planchet roughness is
seen on the obverse, as made. This piece is sharply struck and well-centered, with only a few unobtrusive abrasions as allowed by the grade.
CDN Price Guide...$47,200.

3615612

45637

1808/7 $5 Close Date - PCGS MS62

3734105

8204

1841-D $5 Liberty - NGC AU50 CAC

3699401
83934969
83927488
3708102
3617001
3617001b
3615202
1873MS60
1873MS61
1873MS62
1874MS60
1874MS61
1875MS60
1875MS61
1875MS62
1876MS60
1876MS61
1876MS62
1876SMS60
1876SMS61
3619303

8350
8396
8397
8514
8526
8529
8919
8967
8967
8967
8972
8972
8975
8975
8975
8976
8976
8976
8978
8978
8985

1879-S $5 Liberty - PCGS AU55
1898 $5 - PCGS MS62
1898-S $5 - PCGS MS62
1909-D $5 Indian - PCGS MS63
1913-S $5 Indian - NGC AU55
1914-S$5 Indian - NGC AU55
1856-S $20 Liberty - NGC XF45
1873 Open 3 $20 Liberty -- NGC MS60
1873 Open 3 $20 Liberty -- NGC MS61
1873 Open 3 $20 Liberty -- NGC MS62
1874-S $20 Liberty -- NGC MS60
1874-S $20 Liberty -- NGC MS61
1875-S $20 Liberty -- NGC MS60
1875-S $20 Liberty -- NGC MS61
1875-S $20 Liberty -- NGC MS62
1876 $20 Liberty -- NGC MS60
1876 $20 Liberty -- NGC MS61
1876 $20 Liberty -- NGC MS62
1876-S $20 Liberty -- NGC MS60
1876-S $20 Liberty -- NGC MS61
1878 $20 Liberty - NGC MS63

3590901
3732902

9000
9012

1883-S $20 Liberty - NGC MS61
1889-S $20 Liberty - PCGS MS64

5469790
3732903

9018
9021

1891-S $20 Liberty - PCGS MS63
1892-S $20 Liberty - PCGS MS64 CAC

3732904

9024

1893-S $20 Liberty - PCGS MS63

3732905
1895MS63
3732906

9025
9027
9034

1894 $20 Liberty - PCGS MS64
1895 $20 Liberty - PCGS MS63
1898-S $20 Liberty - PCSG MS65

3732907

9036

1899-S $20 Liberty - PCGS MS64

3732908

9041

1902 $20 Liberty - PCGS MS63+

3732909

9044

1903-S $20 Liberty - PCGS MS64

3732910

9047

1905 $20 Liberty - PCGS MS63

3732911

9048

1905-S $20 Liberty - PCGS MS63

$20,000.00 Conditionally Rare "Guide Book" Overdate. BD-2, High R.4, Bass-Dannreuther Die State b/c. This exceptionally vibrant MS62 coin displays two
heavy obverse die cracks that confirm the BD-2 attribution. A long crack bisects the obverse from star 2 across the portrait between E and R of
LIBERTY, exiting at the top of the cap. A second crack runs radially from the edge near star 11 through the top two points, across the field, and
into Liberty's back curls. This lustrous, frosted coin is sharply struck with lovely greenish-gold color and honey-gold overtones. Population
(overdate varieties combined): 5 in 62, 6 finer (1/18). PCGS Price Guide...$23,500.
$4,250.00 Mintage...29,392. Untoned with some luster visible in the proected areas of the fields. Liberty`s curls show nearly full and complete
separation. CDN Price Guide...$5000. In AU53...$5310.
$450.00 Nice and original better date $5 Liberty.
$425.00 Nice Fresh and original better date $5 Lib. CDN Collectors Price Guide...$563
$450.00 Nice Fresh and Original better date $5 LIb. Price Guide...$610
$885.00 Nice fresh and original better date $5 Indian
$700.00 Nice fresh and original better date $5 Indian.
$850.00 Nice fresh and original better date $5 Indian.
$1,800.00 Nice fresh and original Type-1 $20 Liberty. Numismedia Retail Price Guide.
$1,425.00 Fresh and original.
$1,500.00 Fresh and original.
$1,925.00 Fresh and original.
$1,750.00 Fresh and original.
$2,075.00 Fresh and original.
$1,450.00 Fresh and original.
$1,675.00 Fresh and original.
$2,900.00 Fresh and original.
$1,425.00 Fresh and original.
$1,750.00 Fresh and original.
$2,350.00 Fresh and original.
$1,450.00 Fresh and original.
$1,725.00 Fresh and original.
$8,500.00 The eye appeal is quite high on honey-gold surfaces that are extremely well-struck. Even though more than a half-million examples were
struck, relatively few survive so fine as this example, and higher-graded pieces would entail an extremely long search.
$1,500.00 Nice and original Better Date $20.
$5,950.00 Only three finer certified by PCGS. An uncommonly well preserved 1889-S twenty, both sides have highly lustrous surfaces. Frosty to semireflective in finish with a sharp strike and beautiful golden-rose patina. CDN Price Guide...$8120. Numismedia Retail Guide...$9840. PCGS
Price Guide...$7500.
$2,100.00 This lustrous orange-gold better date double eagle has a sharp strike and attractive eye appeal. CDN Collectors Price Guide...$2580.
$6,250.00 Well deserving of the CAC designation. Gorgeous rose-orange surfaces are exceptionally smooth for this San Francisco Mint issue. Fully
defined and highly lustrous, even the most discerning double eagle enthusiasts will be impressed with this lovely near-Gem. Scarce from a
condition standpoint. Numismedia CAC...$8000. PCSG Price Guide in MS64...$7,000. In MS65...$18,000.
$2,700.00 Impressive Choice Mint State quality, both sides sharply struck with intense frosty mint luster. An even endowment of vivid rose-gold patina
rounds out an impressive list of physical attributes for this lovely example. CDN Price Guide...$3380.
$3,500.00 This sharply detailed Choice specimen displays lustrous orange-gold surfaces. Coin Value Trends...$4850.
$1,425.00 Nice fresh and original better date $20 Liberty. 22x as rare as a generic date.
$7,250.00 A breathtakingly beautiful example that readily upholds the validity of the Gem Mint State grade from PCGS. Bathed in frosty rose-gold luster,
both sides are silky smooth in appearance and sharply struck throughout the design. Coin Values Trends...$9000.
$3,250.00 Light pinkish-gold patina mingles with lively mint luster, both sides exceptionally attractive even for the impressive Choice Mint State grade.
Sharply struck and nicely preserved in all regards. Coin Value Trends...$3850.
$8,500.00 Premium Choice Uncirculated quality for this eagerly sought, key date issue. Full mint frost mingles with warm medium gold patina on both
sides. Fully struck throughout, and attractive in all regards. With a mere 31,140 pieces produced, the 1902 boasts the lowest mintage of any
circulation strike Liberty Head double eagle coined during the 20th century. Coin Values Trends in MS63...$9500. In MS64...$35,000.
$2,500.00 An enchanting near-Gem, both sides are sharply defined with a lovely blend of orange-gold patina and frosty mint luster. Coin Values
Trends...$3500.
$11,000.00 A richly original, deep orange-gold example of this popular key date 20th century double eagle issue. Smartly impressed surfaces are sharply
defined with a full endowment of soft mint luster. Overall smooth Choice Uncirculated with strong eye appeal. Coin Values Trends...$16,500.
$2,650.00 Gorgeous rose-gold patina blends with lively mint luster on both sides of this sharply struck, nicely preserved example. Coin Values
Trends....$3500.
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9050

1906-D $20 Liberty - PCGS MS63
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1906-S $20 Liberty - PCGS MS63+
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1907 $20 Saint High Relief, Wire Rim - PCGS MS62
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1907 $20 Saint High Relief, Wire Rim - PCGS MS65
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1908 $20 NM Wells Fargo $20 Saint - PCGS MS66
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1908 $20 NM Wells Fargo $20 Saint - PCGS MS66
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9220

1893 Isabella Quarter - PCGS MS66
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9220

1893 Isabella Quarter - PCGS MS66 CAC
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1921 Alabama 50C - PCGS MS65
1923-S Monroe 50C - PCGS MS65
1927 Vermont 50C - PCGS MS66
1927 Vermont 50C - PCGS MS66 CAC

9990005

11217

1836 Gobrecht Silver S$1 (J-58) - NGC PF64

3542101

11354

1838 Seated $1 (J-85) Res. - PCGS PR65+ CAC

35640435

61685

1874 $20 Copper J-1381 - PCGS PR62PN

$2,900.00 Beautiful orange-gold patina with full, softly frosted luster and a sharp strike. Liberty Head double eagles were struck at the Denver Mint in
the years 1906 and 1907 only. Coin Values Trends...$3750.
$2,250.00 Lustrous deep gold surfaces with lovely orange and rose highlights evident as the coin rotates under a light. Boldly to sharply struck
throughout, and a delight to behold. CDN Price Guide...$2620.
$17,900.00 Classic MCMVII High Relief Double Eagle. Handsome honey-orange toning is noted on both sides of this sharply defined, lustrous example. It
is a thoroughly appealing Mint State example of this beautiful and eagerly sought 20th century gold issue. PCGS Price Guide...$19,000.
$41,000.00 Only 12,367 High Relief double eagles were struck in 1907, as every coin had to be struck three times with the medal press, and annealed
between each strike, to fully bring up the design details. this coin is a remarkable specimen, with three-dimensional, sculptural relief and
razor-sharp definition on the central design elements. The lustrous, orange-gold surfaces are free of mentionable distractions and overall eye
appeal is terrific. Numismedia Retail...$50,630.
$2,250.00 From the world famous Wells Fargo Hoard comes a fantastic Premium Gem Saint. Rich orange-golden luster abounds! And it's in a classic
older green holder, too.
$2,250.00 This frosty orange-gold Premium Gem is highly appealing and in an older PCGS blue label.

Silver Commems
$2,700.00 This impressive Premium Gem exhibits sharply detailed design elements and well-preserved, lustrous surfaces, under attractive shades of
magenta and golden-tan toning. PCGS has graded only 60 numerically finer examples. CDN Price Guide...$3600
$3,750.00 Mintage...24,214. Nice Toning and Luster. "Cartwheel luster" is not a phrase one usually associates with Isabella quarters, but this Premium
Gem offers it in spades, over olive-aqua centers deepening to lilac hues near the rim. Both sides of this attractive, originally toned coin make
this a must-have for any collection. Price Guide for a PCGS 66+...$5500. For a coin in MS67...$12,500.
$900.00 Nice mostly white Gem. Numismedia Retail...$1290.
$650.00 PCGS Price Guide...$750
$650.00 PQ! Gorgeous. PCGS Price Guide in one grade higher MS67...$4500
$750.00 PQ! Gorgeous. PCGS Price Guide in one grade higher MS67...$4500

Patterns
$100,000.00 Gobrecht-designed dollars were struck in 1836 to reintroduce the denomination to a new generation. The strike details are full with complete
hair definition. All the eagle‰Ûªs breast feathers are completely articulated on the reverse. The production of 18 pieces for the Name Below
Base is an apocryphal mintage that is traceable to Edward Cogan in 1867. While no exact mintage is known for this issue, judging from the
number of survivors known somewhere around 60 to 100 pieces were probably made. As with all Gobrecht dollars, they were struck in proof
format and most likely struck twice to bring up high point definition. This is a stunning Judd-58. The fields are brightly mirrored and devoid of
any noticeable contact marks. As mentioned above, the striking definition is strong. The foot of Liberty is the usual place to look for fullness of
strike on a Gobrecht dollar, and here it has medal-like clarity of detail. The centers are brilliant with light golden toning encircling the margins.
Mintage...probably 60 to 100.
$200,000.00 Mintage...Unknown. These pieces are extremely rare. Many variants of Gobrecht dollars were struck beginning in 1836, continuing in 1837,
1838, and 1839, picking up again in the late 1850s and continuing through the 1870s. Of these many issues the only date that is believed to
actually have been coined as a pattern is the 1838. Each side displays variegated shadings of rose, blue, golden, and brown, lighter in the
center of the obverse and deeper around the margin. The strike is full. This includes complete definition on the foot of Liberty, the eagle's
breast feathers, and the right-side stars on the obverse.
$20,000.00 Traditionally listed as dies trial strikings for the Type Two Liberty double eagle, USPatterns.com suggests Judd-1381 was more likely produced
for sale to collectors as part of complete off-metal sets. Only one or two examples of this rare issue are known in copper (Judd-1381) This
impressive proof exhibits sharply detailed design elements throughout, with no trace of wear on the devices. An attractive specimen of this
extremely rare pattern issue.

